Three experiments explored cognitive models of inferior, compromise, and phantom decoy effects in both judgment and choice. Participants made judgments of attractiveness, justifiability, and evaluation anxiety associated with each alternative in the set, along with judgments of the attractiveness of each alternative's dimensional values. In another session, they also chose the alternative they most preferred. Results were analyzed in terms of the degree to which decoy effects reflected shifts in dimensional values or reflected emergent values based on relationships with other alternatives in the set. Both emergent-value and value-shift models of inferior decoy effects were supported, but only the emergent-value model of compromise decoy effects was supported. Results for the phantom decoy indicated that this effect was choice-based and did not occur in judgment. Thus, although decoy effects were largely similar in choice and judgment, they also differed in important ways. ᭧
FIG. 1. Placements of compromise (C A )
, inferior (I A ), and phantom (P A ) decoys, all targeting alternative A over B, described on two dimensions. Regions of dominance are depicted as shaded boxes. For comparison, range (R A ) and range symmetrical (RS A ) decoys are also shown.
such have been widely studied. These effects are robust and have been replicated with many different types of decoys and stimulus materials, demonstrating violations of normative choice principles (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Dhar & Glazer, 1996; Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982; Huber & Puto, 1983; Simonson, 1989; Wedell, 1991; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . They have also been found to affect real-world consumer purchasing, such as decisions to purchase products in supermarket settings (Doyle, O'Connor, Reynolds, & Bottomley, 1999) . The study of decoy effects is thus directly applicable to both theoretical and applied interests.
Across multiple studies, two general classes of decoys have emerged which differ in the relationship between the decoy and the rest of the set. Dominated decoys, such as asymmetrically dominated (Huber et al., 1982) and symmetrically dominated decoys (Wedell, 1991) , share the property of being dominated by one or more alternatives. Being dominated refers to having at least one feature that is clearly worse than those of a competing alternative and no features that are better. In contrast, nondominated decoys increase preference for the targeted alternative without being dominated. These decoys tend to have similar but smaller effects compared to asymmetrically dominated decoys. This class of decoys includes compromise (Simonson, 1989) , inferior (Huber & Puto, 1983) , and phantom decoys (Pratkanis & Farquhar, 1992) .
Given the structural differences between these two classes of decoys, we would expect the processes governing their effects to differ. One goal of the present research was to compare and contrast cognitive models of the different nondominated decoys through the combined use of choice and judgment methods. A second goal was to explore the link between decoy effects in judgment and in choice. The judgment method of studying decoy effects tests predictions of different cognitive models through the use of different types of judgments (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . The usefulness of this method, however, depends on the linkage between judgment and choice processes. Figure 1 illustrates the three types of nondominated decoys we examined, along with two types of dominated decoys for comparison purposes. Values for alternatives are represented along two dimensions, with alternative A superior to B on dimension 2 but not on dimension 1. The dotted line represents an equipreference contour that assumes equal weighting of both dimensions. Given that A and B lie on the same contour, each alternative should be chosen 50% of the time in a pairwise choice task. Shaded regions represent classes of alternatives that are dominated by A or B. Only decoys designed to favor the selection of A are shown.
Nondominated Decoys
The asymmetrically dominated range decoy favoring A (R A ) extends the range of values on a single dimension, while being dominated on the other. The inferior decoy favoring A (I A ) is very similar to the range decoy, but it has a higher value on dimension 2 so that it is not strictly dominated by either alternative (Huber & Puto, 1983) . The inclusion of the I A decoy increases the selection of A, the near-dominating alternative. The compromise decoy favoring A (C A ) may share the same value as the inferior and range decoys on dimension 1, but is raised closer to the equipreference contour due to a higher value on dimension 2 (Simonson, 1989) . Unlike the inferior decoy, C A is far from being dominated. Instead, C A results in A having an intermediate value between the decoy and alternative B. In these situations, participants prefer the alternative made to look like a compromise. Finally, the phantom decoy (P A ) is unlike other decoys in that it actually dominates the alternative it favors (A). When asked to choose an alternative from the set, participants are told that the decoy is unavailable. Thus, this decoy is a "phantom" alternative, as it is present in the choice set but cannot be selected. Under these conditions, participants prefer the alternative that is dominated by the decoy (Highhouse, 1996; Pratkanis & Farquhar, 1992) . This result is in stark contrast to the effect of a dominated decoy, in which participants select the alternative that dominates another in the set. 
Existing Models for Decoy Effects
Wedell (1991) described three general models of decoy effects. Value-shift models assert that decoys operate through changing the perceived attractiveness of the dimensional values of the alternatives. These changes have been proposed to occur for different reasons. Huber et al. (1982) proposed a range-frequency explanation (Parducci, 1995) for dominated decoys, in which the presence of the decoy either extends the range on one dimension or changes the stimulus rank. For example, the low value of R A on dimension 1 may increase the attractiveness of the dimension 1 value of A because it now lies closer to the midrange of values and is no longer the lowest ranked in the set. This change increases overall attractiveness.
A second mechanism for shifts in values may be through loss aversion (Tversky & Kahneman, 1991) . Simonson and Tversky (1992) suggested a loss-aversion explanation for the effect of the compromise decoy whereby alternatives are valued relative to a referent point, with perceived losses producing a greater change in value than gains. If including C A causes A to become the referent point, then valuation of C A and B will suffer in comparison. This process would result in selecting A, as the compromise between two extreme alternatives. Highhouse (1996) also suggested a loss aversion explanation of the phantom decoy. As the most attractive alternative, the phantom decoy sets a referent point from which the other two alternatives are evaluated. As shown in Fig.  1 , relative to the P A decoy, both of the other alternatives represent a loss on dimension 2. Alternative A, however, represents a smaller loss on dimension 2 than B. The overall perceived loss for A would be evaluated as less than for B, despite the fact that B also represents a gain on dimension 1. This process would result in the selection of A, as has been demonstrated in choice. Several lines of research argue for the plausibility of a loss aversion mechanism in choice (Herne, 1998; Highhouse & Johnson, 1996) .
Weight-change models ascribe decoy effects to changes in the relative weighting or importance of the dimensions (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Huber et al., 1982) . Accordingly, the presence of the decoy causes people to give additional weight to a particular dimension, increasing preference for another alternative in the set. However, there is little evidence to support the weight-change interpretation. With the typical range extension manipulation (e.g., R A in Fig. 1 ), the weight-change model requires a reduction in weight given to the dimension that has been extended. Contrary to this explanation, several lines of evidence across a variety of tasks suggest that participants increase the weight of the extended dimension (Fisher, 1995; Goldstein, 1990 , Mellers & Cooke, 1994 Wedell, 1998; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . Highhouse (1996) has also provided evidence against the weight-change explanation of decoy effects.
Both value-shift and weight-change models are derived from traditional models of choice that assume the attractiveness of alternatives can be described by dimensional values modified by dimension weights (Anderson, 1981; Edwards & von Winterfeldt, 1986) . Emergent-value 2 models of decoy effects diverge from traditional models because they assert that the weighted dimensional values are supplemented by a different type of valuation process. Emergent values are based on the processing of configural information concerning the relationships among alternatives in a set that can provide additional reasons to make a choice. These additional reasons can be thought of as emergent dimensions that arise from the demands of the task or social situation. One such emergent dimension may be the need to justify a decision to others. For example, dominance is an emergent value that provides a qualitative argument for making a choice. When R A in Fig. 1 is added to set {A, B}, one can justify the selection of A because it is clearly superior to R A while B is not. Such an argument does not rely on integration of weights and dimensional values.
In a similar vein, Simonson (1989) suggested that decoy effects could be driven by a desire to reduce evaluation anxiety related to selecting an alternative. For example, selection of the nondominating alternative would lead to a higher amount of evaluation anxiety because one would expect to be criticized by one's peers for choosing it. Simonson's results (1989) are suggestive of separable justifiability and evaluation anxiety components of the emergent-value construct. With a dominated decoy, increased justifiability and decreased evaluation anxiety were found for the dominating alternative. However, evaluation anxiety decreased for the alternative targeted by the compromise decoy, but there was no increase in justifiability. This differential pattern of results implied justifiability and evaluation anxiety separately contribute to choice, an implication directly tested in the current studies. Wedell and Pettibone (1996) provided support for a dual-process model involving both value-shift and emergent-value components. This model may be represented as follows:
where A ik is the overall attractiveness value of alternative i in contextual set k, W m is the weight given to dimension m, V imk is the context dependent scale value of alternative i on dimension m in context k, and J ik is the emergent value of alternative i in context k based on relational properties that increase its justifiability. The value-shift component (V imk ) was supported by demonstrating that dimensional judgments of value shifted with the decoy placement in ways predicted by range-frequency theory (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . Similar rangefrequency value-shift effects have also been inferred in multiattribute judgment and pairwise choice (Cooke & Mellers, 1998; Mellers & Cooke, 1994; Wedell, 1998) . The emergent-value component (J ik ) was supported by the demonstration of increased justifiability for an alternative when it dominated the decoy, as well as by showing that justifiability ratings predicted decoy effects on attractiveness ratings over and above that predicted by dimensional value ratings. Wedell and Pettibone (1996) found no support for a weight-change component (W m ) tied to context based on ratings of importance.
Validity of the Judgment Approach
Choices provide a limited output record from which to model the cognitive components of decoy effects. The multi-judgment approach (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) provides a much richer data base by having participants judge different aspects of alternatives in a choice set. The different judgment tasks can then be related to different cognitive processes and used to test corresponding hypotheses concerning decoy effects.
The validity of inferences from the judgment approach depends on establishing construct validity for the separate judgment tasks. In particular, discriminant validity is important to establish so that it is clear that the different overt judgments do not all correspond to the same covert construct. Wedell and Pettibone (1996) most directly addressed the issue of the discriminant validity of the measures in their Experiment 2, in which the symmetrically dominated decoy (RS A in Fig. 1 ) was studied. Unlike asymmetrically dominated decoys, symmetrically dominated decoys are dominated by both of the other alternatives in the set. Wedell (1991) showed a lack of significant decoy effects in choice when the range was extended on one dimension but the decoy was symmetrically dominated.
Experiment 2 of Wedell and Pettibone (1996) demonstrated that the null effect in choice could be interpreted as reflecting opposing effects of value-shift and emergent-value processes. Specifically, dimensional values significantly shifted in the direction predicted by range-frequency theory and favored the targeted alternative. However, justifiability ratings significantly favored the nontargeted alternative, reflecting the greater ease with which one could detect the dominance of this alternative. Consistent with the two-process model, opposing effects of dimensional values and justifiability led to a null effect of the decoys on attractiveness ratings. These qualitatively different effects on dimensional valuation, justifiability, and attractiveness ratings supported the discriminate validity of these three measures.
Similarity of Judgment and Choice Processes
Along similar lines, it is also important to establish the relationship between decoy effects in judgment and in choice. Many researchers have demonstrated that choice and judgment differ in important ways that can sometimes lead to different preference patterns (Tversky, Sattath, & Slovic, 1988) . Indeed, some researchers have provided evidence that the processes underlying information integration may qualitatively differ in judgment and choice (Mellers, Ordonez, & Birnbaum, 1992) .
In light of the potential differences between judgment and choice, it is important to determine the degree of overlap between these two response modes in a given task. It may be that both modes use the same processes but in different proportions. For example, the emergent-value component may be emphasized to a greater extent in choice than in judgment. If so, similar effects would be observed in judgment and choice when both components favored the same alternative, as with the inferior decoy. However, when emergent-value and value-shift processes do not converge on the same alternative, as with the compromise decoy, then different preference patterns might emerge in judgment and choice.
Judgment Approach with Nondominated Decoys
We used a multiple-judgment paradigm similar to that of Wedell and Pettibone (1996) to test models for nondominated decoys, with a few small changes. Most notably, the test for the weight-change hypothesis was dropped because of the lack of supporting evidence (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) and concerns about task-order effects. This task was replaced by an evaluation-anxiety judgment task to test the possibility of multiple bases of the emergent-value model, as suggested by Simonson's (1989) work. We also collected choice data in a separate session to provide a basis for comparing judgment and choice.
In attractiveness judgment, participants rated the overall attractiveness of each alternative in the choice set. We predicted attractiveness ratings would reflect the same type of decoy effects found in choice based on prior research (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Simonson, 1989; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) : an alternative should be more attractive when targeted by the decoy.
In dimensional value judgment, participants rated the attractiveness of each alternative on each of its dimensions. These judgments tested for subjective changes in the dimensional values as predicted by value-shift models. To support a value-shift model, combined dimensional attractiveness ratings should be higher for an alternative when targeted by the decoy.
In justifiability judgment, participants rated how easily they could justify selecting each alternative to their peers. This task was designed to test the emergent-value model. To support it, justifiability ratings should be higher for an alternative when targeted by the decoy.
Finally, in evaluation-anxiety judgment, participants rated the perceived amount of evaluation anxiety associated with selecting each alternative. These judgments were made relative to being evaluated by others. This task was designed to explore the emergent-value model by seeing if we could replicate the distinction between evaluation anxiety and justifiability found by Simonson (1989) . As in those experiments, participants were told to rate how anxious they would be if evaluated by a classroom of their peers for choosing a given alternative.
Data Analysis
To analyze the judgment data generated by the different tasks, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure determined if specific models were being supported by the data. This analysis was supplemented by comparing the data from the dimensional value rating task to the predictions made by rangefrequency theory. The relationship between judgment and choice was addressed in several ways. First, the ANOVA approach was used to look for decoy effects in choice. Second, to directly compare judgments and choices, the attractiveness judgments were used to infer choice responses by using the highest rated alternative in each choice set to represent the preferred alternative. A correlational analysis was also conducted to address the relationship between judgment and choice, as well as the discriminate validity of the constructs.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 focused on the inferior decoy and was run in two sessions. In one session, participants made judgments of the three alternatives in 20 different choice sets on each of the four rating dimensions described above. In another session, participants were simply asked to select the alternative they would choose. We expected to find support for the dual-process model by demonstrating significant decoy effects in the dimensional value task and at least one of the emergent-value tasks.
Method

Participants and Design
Participants were undergraduates from the University of South Carolina who were told that this experiment would require a two-session commitment. Of these, 81 completed the judgment tasks and 93 completed the choice task, with 69 completing both types of tasks. Participants received course credit for each session for which they volunteered.
Within-subject variables included context (decoy favoring A or B), choice domain (20 choice sets), and alternative (A or B). Between-subjects variables included task order (four counterbalanced judgment-task orders), session order (choice or judgment first), and set (decoy favors A in sets 1-10 and B in sets 11-20 or favors A in sets 11-20 and B in sets 1-10). Choice sets were arbitrarily assigned to each block so that interactions with this variable are not of particular interest. Participants were randomly assigned to the between-subjects conditions, and presentation order of choice sets was randomized for each participant in each session.
Materials and Apparatus
Stimuli were based on the 20 choice sets developed by Wedell and Pettibone (1996) and are shown in Appendix A. Each set contained alternatives from a single type of consumer product (e.g., computers, microwaves) or consumer service (e.g., choosing a restaurant, hiring a mechanic), and each was made up of two alternatives (A and B) and an inferior decoy, described on two dimensions (e.g., price, ride quality). The inferior decoy was created by lowering the value of the target on its worse dimension by one half the difference between A and B, and by raising the value of the better dimension of the target by 1/8 the difference between A and B. This resulted in an alternative that was markedly worse than the target on one dimension, and slightly better than the target on the other. All materials and instructions were presented via microcomputers.
Procedure
For the judgment session, participants were told that they would encounter many sets composed of three alternatives and would make several types of judgments for each set. Participants encountered each choice set once in each of four different blocks of trials, with each block corresponding to a different type of judgment. Each choice set was represented as a 3 ϫ 2 matrix, with rows corresponding to alternatives and columns to dimensions. On each trial, the arrangement of the alternatives and dimensions on the screen was randomized. Choice sets were presented on the screen 3 s prior to presentation of the first rating prompt, and the information remained on the screen until all ratings were made. Attractiveness, justifiability, and dimensional value ratings were made on 9-point scales with 1 labeled "not at all" followed by the label "attractive," or "justifiable," and 9 labeled "very," followed by the relevant dimension label. Evaluation anxiety ratings used a similar 9-point scale, but with 1 corresponding to "not very likely to be criticized" and 9 corresponding to "very likely to be criticized."
In the dimensional value task, participants rated all alternatives on a single dimension at a time. For the other judgment tasks, participants rated the alternative at the top of the screen, followed by the middle and bottom alternatives. A blinking judgment cue was used to alert participants to the relevant information being judged. The same display and choice sets were used for the choice session, with participants simply choosing their preferred alternative. Participants were debriefed following the second session.
Results
Choice
Consistent with prior research involving the inferior decoy (Huber & Puto, 1983) , the targeted alternative was selected 58% of the time compared to 29% of the time for the nontargeted alternative. The decoy was selected 13% of the time. A repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the choice proportions for alternatives A and B in the two contextual conditions revealed that the Alternative x Context interaction was significant, F(1, 89) ϭ 97.3, p Ͻ .001, indicating that an alternative was chosen more often when it was favored by the decoy. 
Judgment
Separate ANOVAs for each judgment task were used to examine the effects of the contextual manipulation. A decoy effect would be reflected by a significant crossover interaction between context and alternative, indicating higher attractiveness, justifiability, mean dimensional value, or lower evaluation anxiety for an alternative when it was favored by the decoy. A Context x Alternative interaction in the attractiveness rating task would replicate standard choicebased inferior decoy effects in a judgment task. This interaction in the other three tasks would provide support for the respective underlying models. Means for the different tasks collapsed across session and task order are presented in Fig. 2 . For all analyses, no higher order interactions with task or session order were observed.
Attractiveness ratings. The upper left panel of Fig. 2 shows that participants rated an alternative as more attractive when it was favored by the decoy. The crossover interaction of context with alternative was statistically significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 43.8, p Ͻ .001, and is consistent with typical results reported for the inferior decoy in choice (Huber & Puto, 1983) and in judgment (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995) .
Justifiability ratings. The upper right panel of Fig. 2 shows that participants rated an alternative as more justifiable when it was favored by the decoy,
FIG. 2.
Mean judgments of alternatives A and B from the attractiveness, justifiability, evaluation anxiety, and dimensional value rating tasks with the inferior decoy (Experiment 1). All interactions of context and alternative are significant. consistent with the emergent-value model. This crossover interaction was significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 25.2, p Ͻ .001, similar to prior results with asymmetrically dominated decoys (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) .
Evaluation anxiety ratings. The lower left panel of Fig. 2 shows that an alternative produced less evaluation anxiety when it was favored by the decoy. The crossover interaction was statistically significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 35.3, p Ͻ .001, supporting the predictions of the emergent-value model for evaluation anxiety.
Dimensional value ratings. The lower right panel of Fig. 2 shows that the combined dimensional value ratings for an alternative were higher when the decoy favored the alternative. This crossover interaction of context and alternative was significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 31.7, p Ͻ .001, supporting the value-shift model. Breaking down these results by dimension revealed two additional significant effects. The Dimension x Alternative interaction was significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 605, p Ͻ .001, indicating that on dimension 1, alternative B was rated higher, but on dimension 2, A was higher. The interaction between dimension and context was also significant, F(1, 65) ϭ 214, p Ͻ .001, indicating that the mean rating on dimension 1 was higher when the decoy favored alternative A, but the mean rating on dimension 2 was higher when the decoy favored B, supportive of dimensional contrast effects.
Fit of the Range-Frequency Model
We examined how well range-frequency theory (Parducci, 1995) could predict the strong contextual effects observed by fitting a constrained version of the model to the data from the dimensional value rating task. Allowing both range and frequency to vary with the placement of the decoy resulted in a model with too many free parameters. To compensate for this, range values were held constant across contexts. The equation that we fit to the data was as follows:
where J imk is the judged value, R im is the range value, and F imk is the frequency value of stimulus i on dimension m in context k. Frequency values were determined as described by Parducci (1995) , with the assumption that the value of I A on dimension 2 was within a just noticeable difference of the dimension 2 value for A and therefore assigned a rank of 2.5 out of 3. Similarly, the dimension 1 value of I B was assigned a tied rank with the dimension 1 value of B. Range values were assumed to be invariant across contexts. The value of the weighting parameter, w, was fit to the data. The fit of this model is displayed in Fig. 3 . Overall, the range-frequency model describes the effect of the inferior decoy very well, with actual values for alternatives A and B shown as open circles and their predicted values shown as solid points. The inferred value of the weighting parameter, 1 Ϫ w ϭ .40, was within the normal range of values found in social judgment research (Wedell, 1994; Wedell, Parducci, & Geiselman, 1987 ). All differences in the locations of A and B across contextual conditions are explained by differences in frequency values. 
Relationship between Choice and Judgment
To convert attractiveness judgments into preferences, the highest rated alternative on each trial was used as an analog for choice. Cases where a single alternative was not preferred (due to ties) were not included in this analysis. Judgment-based preferences were then compared to the choices for the same stimuli in contingency table form presented in Table 1 . Of a total of 1380 possible responses from 69 participants, 127 represented ties and were dropped from the analysis. For the 3 ϫ 3 contingency table of preferences across choice and judgment, Cohen's Kappa was 0.32, representing moderate agreement across response modes. In Table 1 , decoy effects for judgment and choice are represented by the marginal frequencies. The horizontal marginal frequencies represent choice, and the vertical marginal frequencies represent judgment. Decoy effects were strong in both judgment and choice, as demonstrated by the higher preference for the target over the other alternative for both response modes. When directly compared, the inferior decoy effect in judgment was significantly weaker than the effect in choice, with an 18-point reduction from choice to judgment, t(68) ϭ Ϫ4.03, p Ͻ .01.
Discussion
The ANOVA results from Experiment 1 supported both emergent-value and value-shift models of decoy effects with the inferior decoy. This result is similar to that obtained by Wedell and Pettibone (1996) with the asymmetrically dominated decoy, and it demonstrates that the dual-process model can generalize to the inferior decoy. The support found for the emergent-value model is consistent with the possible subjective dominance of the inferior decoy as suggested by others (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Wedell, 1991) . Furthermore, the rangefrequency model provided a good account of how values shifted with the presence of the decoy.
Experiment 1 also examined the linkage between decoy effects in choice and judgment. Previous research has argued for the similarity of judgment and choice processes in decoy effects by demonstrating similar effects in both tasks (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . The weaker decoy effect in judgment revealed by the contingency analysis implies that decoy effects in choice and judgment are not identical. The greater sensitivity to decoys in choice may be due to an increased utilization of emergent-value processing. With the inferior decoy, it may be more difficult to justify a choice of any alternative but the targeted one, leading people to discount their own judgments and choose the alternative that is perceived as most justifiable. We explore this possibility further in Experiment 2.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 focused on the compromise decoy. Because the compromise decoy is unlikely to be subjectively dominated, Experiment 2 should provide a stronger test of the applicability of the dual-process model than did Experiment 1. The range-frequency model (Parducci, 1995) that forms the basis for the value-shift component predicts opposing dimensional contrast effects that should result in no overall increase in value for the favored alternative. Thus, unlike previous research, we predicted that the combined dimensional values would not favor the target when the compromise decoy is used. Significant results in the dimensional value task favoring the target would be consistent with the use of a loss-aversion-valuation process rather than a range-frequencybased process. Based on Simonson (1989), we did not expect to find support for changes in justifiability ratings with the compromise decoy. His results suggested that the compromise decoy effect was due solely to an evaluationanxiety-driven mechanism. This pattern would support the divergent validity of justifiability and evaluation anxiety constructs.
Method
A new set of participants was recruited in the same way as in Experiment 1. There were 80 participants in the judgment session and 80 in choice. Of these, 64 participants completed both sessions. Method and stimuli in Experiment 2 were the same as Experiment 1, except for the use of the compromise decoy in place of the inferior decoy. To create the compromise decoy, we used the same value of the inferior decoy on its worse dimension and substituted the value of the target on its better dimension plus 1 / 2 the difference between A and B. The result is a decoy that makes the targeted alternative a compromise between two extremes yet is still worse in average value than the other two alternatives.
Results
Choice
Consistent with prior research involving the compromise decoy (Huber & Puto, 1983; Simonson, 1989) , the targeted alternative was chosen 46%, the nontargeted alternative 32%, and the decoy 22% of the time. A within-subjects ANOVA conducted on the choice proportions for alternatives A and B in the two contextual conditions revealed that the Alternative x Context interaction was significant, F(1, 76) ϭ 20.1, p Ͻ .001, indicating that an alternative was chosen more often when it was favored by the decoy. A significant three-way interaction of alternative, context, and session order, F(1, 76) ϭ 5.0, p Ͻ .05, indicated that the magnitude of decoy effects was greater when the choice session came after the judgment session. This three-way interaction reflected different magnitudes of decoy effects across session orders and not differences in the direction of the effects.
Judgment
For all analyses, no higher order interactions with task or session order were observed.
Attractiveness ratings. The upper left panel of Fig. 4 shows that participants rated an alternative as more attractive when favored by the decoy. This crossover interaction was statistically significant, F(1, 64) ϭ 22.4, p Ͻ .001, replicating previous studies that demonstrate decoy effects with the compromise decoy in choice (Simonson, 1989) .
Justifiability ratings. The upper right panel of Fig. 4 shows that participants rated an alternative as more justifiable when favored by the decoy. This   FIG. 4 . Mean judgments of alternatives A and B from the attractiveness, justifiability, evaluation anxiety, and dimensional value rating tasks with the compromise decoy (Experiment 2). All interactions between alternative and context are significant except for the dimensional value task.
crossover interaction was significant, F(1, 64) ϭ 15.2, p Ͻ .001, supporting the emergent-value model and consistent with prior work on asymmetrically dominated decoys (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . The interaction, however, is not consistent with results of Simonson (1989) , in which no effect of justifiability was found with the compromise decoy.
Evaluation anxiety ratings. The lower left panel of Fig. 4 shows that participants rated an alternative as producing less evaluation anxiety when favored by the decoy. The crossover interaction of context and alternative was statistically significant, F(1, 64) ϭ 20.6, p Ͻ .001, supporting the predictions of the emergent-value model for evaluation anxiety while being consistent with previous work with the compromise decoy (Simonson, 1989) .
Dimensional value ratings.
Consistent with range-frequency theory, the results shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 4 reflect no significant Alternative x Context interaction, indicating that alternatives received the same mean dimensional value in both contexts. This result provides no support for the value-shift model with the compromise decoy. The significant Dimension x Context interaction, F(1, 64) ϭ 324, p Ͻ .001, did indicate that context effects occurred with the compromise decoy, but offset each other when combined.
Fit of the Range-Frequency Model
As in Experiment 1, we fit the range-frequency model to the results from the dimensional value rating task with the compromise decoy. Range parameters were again held constant across contexts so that the effects of the decoy were due to frequency values [Eq. (2)]. Unlike Experiment 1, the frequency value of the compromise decoy was not considered tied with any other alternatives on a given dimension. This means that although range-frequency effects were predicted, they would not move the alternatives far from the original preference contour.
The fit of the range-frequency model is shown in Fig. 5 , with open circles representing actual results and filled points representing the predicted values. The predictions made by the range-frequency model were very similar to the actual ratings of A and B and were achieved with a best-fit weighting value of 1 Ϫ w ϭ .36. These results were in line with the prediction that conflicting dimensional contrast effects would occur. If a preference contour were drawn through the values of A and B, the decoy would simply push the favored alternative along the contour and not above it. Thus, the fit of the rangefrequency model provides an explanation for the lack of support for the valueshift model in the ANOVA section. kappa demonstrated moderate agreement, kappa ϭ .31. Examination of the marginal proportions indicates that although decoy effects were found for choice, they were not found for choices inferred from judgment (the 2-point shift was not significant by a t test, p Ͼ .05). This analysis contradicts the analysis of mean judgments, which demonstrated strong decoy effects on attractiveness ratings. To explore this discrepancy, inferred preferences were broken down further by ranks. As shown in Table 3 , mean ratings of the target and other alternative differed little when they were ranked first or second. However, the targeted alternative was rated higher in attractiveness when ranked last, contributing to the difference in attractiveness ratings not found in the contingency analysis. A further contribution to the discrepancy between mean judgments and choice inferred from judgment is the large number of observations in which the other alternative is ranked last (369) versus the number of times the target is ranked last (86). Based on the rank order breakdown in Table 3 , it would appear that the compromise decoy effect in judgment is not driven by a strong liking for the targeted alternative, but rather by a strong dislike for the other alternative.
Relationship between Choice and Judgment
Discussion
The large decoy effects found in both judgment and choice were consistent with previous work with the compromise decoy (Huber & Puto, 1983; Simonson, 1989) . The contingency table analysis, however, pointed out important differences between judgment and choice. Choices inferred from judgment were similar to the predictions made by the value-shift model, showing no overall preference for the favored alternative. Actual choices were similar to predictions made by the emergent-value model. One possibility for the difference between actual choices and those inferred from judgments observed here is that emergent-value processes were given more weight in choice than in judgment. Although a similar trend was suggested in Experiment 1 by the differences in effect size, both value-shift and emergent-value models predicted inferior decoy effects. Therefore, one would expect to find similar results across response mode, even if people were using different processes. With the compromise decoy, however, only the emergent-value model predicted decoy effects. When making judgments, it appears that participants may have relied more on a value-shift process to determine their ranking of attractiveness. When making choices, the negative properties of the other alternative may have become more salient and led to the selection of the target. The larger effect for the inferior decoy than for the compromise decoy is consistent with the former being driven by both value-shift and emergent-value processes, but the latter being driven by only the emergent-value process.
The range-frequency model correctly predicted the opposing dimensional contrast effects that occurred in the dimensional value task. Because the contrast effects on the dimensions go in opposite directions, no shift in the overall value for an alternative occurs. This result contrasts sharply with results we have reported with inferior and asymmetrically dominated decoys (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) in which ANOVA results provided support for the value-shift model. It also argues against a value-shift loss aversion model of the compromise decoy. Finally, the parallel effects found for justifiability and evaluation anxiety ratings do not replicate the pattern found by Simonson (1989) , suggesting that these two constructs are not separable.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 focused on the phantom decoy and used the same method as the previous two experiments. As with the compromise decoy, range-frequency theory does not predict the observed decoy effect. Given the position of the P A decoy shown in Fig. 1 , the range is extended on dimension 2 but not on dimension 1. Range-frequency theory predicts that this range manipulation should make B preferred to A and thus work against the preference found for target A in choice (Highhouse, 1996) . A value-shift implementation of the loss aversion model, however, would predict A to have the higher overall dimensional value. Support for this model would be shown by higher mean dimensional value ratings for the dominated alternative.
Method
A new set of participants was sampled in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. There were 80 participants in the judgment session, 83 in choice, and 70 completing both sessions. Design features and stimuli of Experiment 3 were similar to those of Experiments 1 and 2, except for the use of the phantom decoy and how stimuli were assigned to the set variable. For a given participant, half of the choice sets contained phantom decoys and the other half contained three equally attractive alternatives. We did this so participants could not simply assume that only two of the alternatives on a given trial would be available. The set variable was expanded to four levels to account for this additional blocking. Results from choice sets containing the three equally attractive alternatives were not analyzed.
To create the phantom decoy, we used the value from the best dimension of the compromise decoy and the value from the worst dimension of the target. This decoy dominated only the targeted alternative. When participants received a choice set containing a phantom decoy, after the presentation delay, they were told that one of the alternatives was unavailable due to unforeseen circumstances. The label for the unavailable alternative was made to blink on screen. Participants were then told to rate all alternatives, keeping in mind that one of the alternatives was unavailable. Presentation of a phantom alternative in the choice session was similar, except that participants were told to select from the two available alternatives and were unable to select the phantom decoy.
Results
Choice
The targeted alternative was preferred to the other alternative 57% to 43% of the time, a difference equivalent to that found for the compromise decoy. Because the decoy alternative could not be chosen, the ANOVA on choice was conducted only on alternative A. The main effect of context was significant, F(1, 75) ϭ 15.2, p Ͻ .001, indicating that A was selected more often when it was targeted by the decoy and replicating previous work with the phantom decoy (Highhouse, 1996) .
Judgment
For all analyses, no higher order interactions were observed with task or session order.
Attractiveness ratings. The upper left panel of Fig. 6 shows that, unlike the previous two experiments and the choice results from the current experiment, attractiveness ratings did not differ significantly across alternative and context, F(1, 48) Ͻ 1. The absence of an Alternative x Context interaction indicates that the phantom decoy had little effect on attractiveness ratings.
Justifiability ratings. The upper right panel of Fig. 6 shows that there was no significant Context x Alternative interaction, F(1, 48) Ͻ 1, indicating that justifiability for an alternative also did not differ across context. These results fail to support the justifiability component of the emergent-value model with the phantom decoy.
Evaluation anxiety ratings. The lower left panel of Fig. 6 plots ratings of evaluation anxiety associated with choosing an alternative. Although the Context x Alternative interaction is in the predicted direction, with an alternative rated as producing less evaluation anxiety when dominated by the decoy, it was not significant, F(1, 48) ϭ 1.2. The lack of a significant Context x FIG. 6. Mean judgments of alternatives A and B from the attractiveness, justifiability, evaluation anxiety, and dimensional value rating tasks with the phantom decoy (Experiment 3). The interaction between alternative and context is only significant in the dimensional value task.
Alternative interaction fails to support an evaluation anxiety component of the emergent-value model.
Dimensional value ratings.
As shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 6 , the mean dimensional values for alternatives were lower when dominated by the decoy. The Context x Alternative interaction was significant, F(1, 48) ϭ 4.3, p Ͻ .05, supporting the results predicted by range-frequency theory. Note that the direction of this effect operates against the typical phantom decoy effect found in choice.
Relationship between Judgment and Choice
As with the previous experiments, judgments were converted to preferences and compared to choices for the same choice sets. Because participants were unable to select the decoy in choice, we constructed a 2 ϫ 2 contingency table including only the target and other alternative across both judgment and choice. For those participants who rated the decoy the highest, their second highest preference was used. Each of 70 participants who completed both choice and judgment sessions received 10 choice sets that contained a phantom decoy, for a total of 700 possible responses. Of these, 80 responses (11%) reflected ties in the judgment session and were dropped. These data are presented in Table 4 , and they show moderate agreement across response modes, kappa ϭ .41. The marginal frequencies indicate that the targeted alternative was preferred by a similar margin in both response modes. Although this replicates the effect found in the ANOVA analysis for choice, it is not consistent with the lack of decoy effects found in attractiveness ratings. This difference can be understood by looking at the rank information provided in Table 5 . Participants rarely ranked the targeted alternative highest because the decoy dominates it. They ranked the nontargeted alternative highest twice as often as the targeted alternative. However, they ranked the decoy (not shown in Table 5 ) highest more often than either of these (44% of judgments). Because the decoy cannot be chosen in these cases, preference falls to the alternative ranked second. Here the targeted alternative enjoys a strong advantage over the other alternative. Thus, when inferred choices exclude choice of the decoy, the strong tendency to rank the target second leads to the phantom decoy effect. This advantage is not found in the mean ratings because it is balanced out by the greater tendency to rank the nontargeted alternative highest.
Discussion
Results from the choice task replicated the phantom decoy effect previously observed (Highhouse, 1996) . The most remarkable finding from Experiment 3, however, was the failure to demonstrate phantom decoy effects with judgment, even though our experiments had high power to detect the predicted interaction effect. 4 The lack of an effect on attractiveness judgments means that while choice preferences may be altered by the presence of the phantom decoy, judgment preferences are not. The phantom decoy does not make the favored alternative either more justifiable or less anxiety provoking, so that emergent-value models do not appear to explain its selection. Consistent with range-frequency theory, the phantom decoy makes the targeted alternative's combined dimensional values less attractive, providing no route for the valueshift component to produce the decoy effect in choice.
5
A similarity-substitution hypothesis (Tversky, 1972) provides one explanation of the discrepancy between judgment and choice behavior. According to this model, the phantom decoy effect is a choice-based effect that results from substituting a similar alternative when the preferred alternative (the decoy) is not available. Based on judgments alone, the target and the other alternative are of roughly equal attractiveness. Because one cannot select the alternative actually preferred in choice, the default becomes the next most similar alternative, i.e., the target. This can save effort by preventing one from having to reevaluate the reduced set of alternatives. Naturally, the post hoc nature of this explanation suggests that it must be tested more carefully. Furthermore, other models, such as loss aversion (Highhouse, 1996) , might explain these results if one assumes that they operate in choice but not in judgment. 4 We investigated whether the failure to reject the null hypotheses in the three judgment tasks was due to a lack of power. Because observed decoy effects in choice were similar across the phantom and compromise decoys (a 14% shift in each), effect sizes from the judgment tasks with the compromise decoy were used to estimate corresponding effect sizes for the phantom decoy. The error term was based on the mean-squared error from the phantom decoy (Experiment 3). The power to detect effects comparable to those observed in Experiment 2 was high for both attractiveness and evaluation anxiety judgments (power of .96 and .92, respectively). Power was moderate for justifiability judgments, .76. These results indicate that Experiment 3 had adequate power to detect phantom decoy effects in these three tasks.
5 To investigate the possibility that the absence of decoy effects in judgment was due to the participants having to rate the phantom decoy, we conducted an additional experiment with only a judgment session in which the decoy information was not overtly rated. Those results replicated the judgment results from Experiment 3 for all tasks except for dimensional value judgment in which there were no significant effects of decoy. These results indicate that even when explicit ratings were only made for the target and other alternative, there is still no preference for the target reflected in judgments of attractiveness, justifiability, or evaluation anxiety.
Correlational Analysis
To further explore the relationships between our constructs in judgment and between judgment and choice, we created contextually sensitive interaction scores for each rating task from each experiment. Appendix B displays the correlations among these scores. We highlight two results. First, correlations between the evaluation anxiety and justifiability tasks were high, ranging from .52 to .67. This result provides little evidence for the divergent validity for these components of the emergent-value model. Second, correlations between individual differences in decoy effects across choice and attractivenessjudgment tasks were moderately high, averaging r ϭ .50 for Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3, where large differences were found between judgment and choice, this correlation was lower, r ϭ .29.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
We have extended research on decoy effects by examining effects of compromise, inferior, and phantom decoys across two response modes. We believe the results from the combination of these two approaches provide insights into the processes underlying effects of nondominated decoys.
Similarity between Judgment and Choice Processes
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the processes underlying decoy effects in choice and judgment are related, but not identical. First, similar effects of both compromise and inferior decoys were demonstrated in choice and judgment. Second, choices and inferred choices derived from judgments were moderately related, as demonstrated by kappa values in the .3-.4 range. Third, individual differences in judgment were moderately correlated with those in choice. These results provide direct evidence of what until this point has been assumed, namely, that decoy effects in judgment reflect decoy effects in choice (Ariely & Wallsten, 1995; Dhar & Glazer 1996; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) .
Experiments 2 and 3 also demonstrated that judgment and choice processes may differ in important ways. Although overall attractiveness ratings reflected significant effects of the compromise decoy in Experiment 2, these effects disappeared when the ratings were converted to inferred choices. This difference between choice and inferred choice can be explained by proposing that participants rely more on emergent-value processing in choice than in judgment.
Results for the phantom decoy provide additional evidence supporting a distinction between judgment and choice. In Experiment 3, decoy effects were absent from the judgment record, except in the case of dimensional value ratings which operated against the selection of the target. Emergent-value processing was not supported in the judgment record, but the significant dimensional value ratings indicated that value-shift processing was still occurring. Choice, however, demonstrated strong phantom decoy effects. This difference between choice and judgment is consistent with a similarity-substitution model that assumes phantom decoy effects may arise in choice due to a strategy of selecting the alternative most similar to the preferred alternative.
Dual-Process Model
To what extent are the dual processes of the value-shift and emergent-value models (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) necessary to explain the effects of nondominated decoys? In the present research, both processes appeared to operate in favor of the targeted alternative only for the inferior decoy. Results suggested no role for a value-shift component in determining the effects of the compromise decoy. The emergent-value model appeared to help explain effects of the compromise decoy, but not the phantom decoy.
Judgments of dominated decoys have provided the strongest support for the value-shift model (Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . The current set of experiments suggests that as the decoy is positioned farther away from being dominated, the value-shift model is less likely to explain decoy effects. Instead, emergentvalue processes that depend on relationships among alternatives in the set take on greater significance. Our range-frequency analyses supported this conclusion, demonstrating that dimensional contrast effects cancel out for the compromise decoy so that there is no overall increase in attractiveness. If participants were basing their decision on dimensional contrast effects proposed by the value-shift model, then there should have been no decoy effects with the compromise decoy. Thus, value-shift processes could not explain the effect of the compromise decoy, and indeed they predicted the opposite effect than was found with the phantom decoy in choice. The different pattern of effects for combined dimensional attractiveness ratings versus that for global attractiveness ratings also provides support for the discriminant validity of these constructs.
To what extent do we need to break down the emergent-value model down into justifiability and evaluation anxiety components? Both components showed parallel effects for both the compromise and inferior decoys. Thus, we were unable to replicate the differential effects of the compromise decoy on these as reported by Simonson (1989) . Correlations between the two components were consistently high, failing to establish divergent validity. In summary, our experiments provide little support for the separation of these two emergent-value constructs.
These conclusions must be tempered by the fact that our measurement of evaluation anxiety may not have been as strong as that used by others. In contrast to Simonson's (1989) work, participants never actually had to be evaluated by others. Thus, the lack of effects observed in our experiments may have been due to this difference rather than because they are not distinct constructs. To address this issue, future experiments should include a peer discussion session after all judgments are made in which participants will discuss their actions and be evaluated. Along similar lines, directly manipulating the accountability of the participants would provide a more direct test of the emergent-value hypothesis as a whole.
Although value-shift processes are a viable explanation for many decoy effects, only emergent-value processes have proven capable of predicting significant decoy effects across inferior, compromise, and asymmetrically dominated decoys. Furthermore, the data presented here suggest that a different emphasis may be placed on emergent-value and value-shift processing in judgment and choice. The present results bolster the case we have made in our previous work that models of the choice process need to take into account aspects of the choice set that go beyond dimensional weights and values. The observable relationships between alternatives, the ability to justify a choice, or the goal to avoid decision based anxiety may be as important as the actual underlying values or weights. Incorporation of these emergent-value processes provides an explanation for contextual effects where there are no underlying shifts in values or weights. 
APPENDIX A Choice Sets Used in Experiments 1-3
